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E. I. Zelmanov has recently shown that any prime linear Jordan algebra 
without nil ideals (but no finiteness conditions imposed) is either a 
homomorphic image of a special algebra or is a form of the 27-dimensional 
exceptional algebra. In particular, all division algebras and all simple unital 
algebras are either derived from associative algebras or are 27.dimensional 
over their centers. This effectively ends the search for infinite-dimensional 
exceptional algebras. In the present paper, Zelmanov’s result is extended to 
quadratic Jordan algebras. 
Jordan algebras were invented in the 1930s in the search for an excep- 
tional algebraic setting for quantum mechnics: an algebraic system which 
behaved like the usual algebra of quantum mechanical observables 
(hermitian operators on Hilbert space), but was exceptional in the sense that 
its structure was not determined behind the scenes by some unobservable 
associative algebra. In their pioneering paper of 1933, [ 91 Jordan, von 
Neumann, and Wigner classified the finite-dimensional formally real linear 
Jordan algebras, and A. A. Albert showed [ 11 that the only simple algebra in 
the list which was exceptional was a certain 27.dimensional algebra of 3 X 3 
hermitian matrices with entries from an gdimensional Cayley algebra. All 
subsequent investigations of exceptional Jordan algebras led back to this 
same Albert algebra. The next breakthrough in the structure of Jordan 
algebras was N. Jacobson’s 1965 introduction [6 J of inner ideals and the 
resultant quadratilication of the theory (in terms of the quadratic product 
xyx instead of the linear product xy + .vx). The final breakthrough was the 
astounding 1979 result of a young Russian mathematician, E. I. Zelmanov, 
that the only simple exceptional linear Jordan are Albert algebras. Thus the 
search for an infinite-dimensional setting for exceptional quantum mechanics 
is doomed to failure: the only simple exceptional structure allotted to mortals 
is the 27-dimensional Albert algebra. This came as a complete surprise to 
Western researchers (who hoped the free Jordan algebra might lead to an 
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infinite-dimensional exceptional division algebra); it brilliantly capped a 
series of important contributions by A. I. Shirshov’s group at Novosibirsk. 
The three keys to Zelmanov’s work are-(l) careful analysis of inner 
ideals, especially a certain subset discovered by Zelmanov called the 
“absorber” because it absorbs outer multiplications from the ambient algebra 
into an inner ideal; (2) ingenious use of the Amitsur Resolvent Trick to 
reduce quasi-invertibility to algebraicness or nilness and to bypass division 
algebras; (3) use the nonvanishing of a polynomial to impose a spectral 
bound and force finiteness on exceptional primitive algebras. The structure of 
prime algebras proceeds through a subdirect sum of primitive algebras. 
1. REMEMBRANCE OF THINGS PAST 
In this section we list all the facts about Jordan algebras which are needed 
in the rest of the paper. We refer to 16, 8, 10, 181 as basic references. 
Throughout we deal with quadratic Jordan algebras J over an arbitrary ring 
of scalars @. Such algebras are based on products U, y and x2 which are 
quadratic in x and linear in y. The motivating example is formed from an 
associative algebra A by taking U, y = xyx, x2 = xx, yielding a quadratic 
Jordan J = A4. A Jordan algebra has a unit 1 if U, y = y and U, 1 =x2 for 
all x, y in the algebra. 
Identities 
The axioms for a unital Jordan algebra J are easily stated: J is a @- 
module with product U,.. and distinguished element 1 such that the iden- 
tities 
u,= 1, (1.1) 
ux VW = vx,, ux = UL’W.v.X~ (1.2) 
U U(X~Y = ux u, ux (1.3) 
hold strictly (hold in all scalar extensions J, = J 0, Cl), where 
Vx,,(z) = IXYZI = U&Z(Y) for U,., = ux+; - u,- uz, 
the polarization of U,. The polarization of x2 is 
V,(y)=xo y=(x+y)2-x*-y*. 
In J=A4 these operations have the form Vx,Y(z) =xyz + zyx and 
V,(y) = xy + yx. When i E @ all multiplications can be built out of V’s, 
since 
2 2u, = v, - V$, vx., = vx v, - ux,,. (1.4) 
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The axioms for a general Jordan algebra in terms of U, y and x2 are less 
memorable, so it is easier to think of them as subspaces of unital Jordan 
algebras closed under U,y and x2: any Jordan algebra can be imbedded in a 
unital Jordan algebra, its unital hull 
J’ = @l +.I. (1.5) 
Life is easier in a unital algebra, and hence we frequently pass from J to J’. 
From time to time we make use of standard Jordan identities which are 
consequences of the axioms (1. I)-( 1.3); these may be found in [lo], or 
derived from Macdonald’s theorem. 
Ideals 
Linear Jordan algebras based on a commutative product x 0 y z xy + yx 
do not carry an obvious notion of l-sided ideals as distinct from 2-sided 
ideals. However, a quadratic Jordan algebra based on U, y z xyx does carry 
a natural analogue of l-sided ideals: the product U,y has an inside and an 
outside. An inner ideal is a subspace B c J closed under inner multiplication 
by arbitrary elements of J’, U,J’ c B (in terms of J itself the condition is 
that U, J c B and B2 c B), and an outer ideal is a subspace invariant under 
outer multiplication by J’, U,,B c B (in terms of J this means U,B c B and 
V,B c B), and an ideal us a subspace which is both an inner and an outer 
ideal. The ideals are precisely the kernels of homomorphisms. Outer ideals 
are almost the same as ideals (if f E @ they coincide), while inner ideals turn 
out to play the role that l-sided ideals do in associative algebras. For 
example, in J = A4 any left ideal B or right ideal C of A is an inner ideal of 
J, and for we&behaved A all inner ideals of J have the form B n C. 
Jacobson’s recognition of inner ideals in 1965 [6] (after some initial work of 
Topping) was a turning point, yielding an Artin-Wedderburn theory for 
Jordan algebras and focusing attention on the product U,y, leading to the 
replacement of linear by quadratic Jordan algebras. Zelmanov’s work has 
shown even more clearly the crucial role of inner ideals in the structure of 
Jordan algebras. 
If B, C are ideals in J so is their quadratic product U,C (but not in 
general their linear product B o C). An algebra is semiprime if it has no self- 
orthogonal (trivial) ideals U,B = 0, and prime if it has no orthogonal ideals 
U,C = 0. An algebra is semisimple (better: semiprimitive) if it is a subdirect 
sum J z n J, of primitive algebras, where an algebra is primitive if it has a 
primitizer, a maximal modular inner ideal P which contains no two-sided 
ideals. 
Powers 
Jordan algebras are essentially power-associative: we have a 
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homomorphism @[t] q -+ @[xl c J given by t” -+ x”, where the powers of an 
element x are defined recursively by 
x0= 1, x’ =x, X n+2 = uxxn. (1.6) 
These reduce to the usual powers in the associative case J = A q. Here @[xl 
denotes the span of all powers of x; it is just the unital subalgebra generated 
by x. The span x@[x] of all x” for n > 1 is the subalgebra generated by x. 
The polynomialsf(x) E @[ x in an element x multiply the same way formal ] 
polynomials in an indeterminate do: 
Uf(X, t?(x) = (f * g . f)(x), U.r”Xm = xZn+ m, XnoXm=2x”fm, 
UfCx, Umz) = UC, .i?,Lr, 7 u; = U,“. 
(1.7) 
An element is algebraic over a general @ if it satisfies some manic 
polynomial f(x) = 0. For example, an element z is nilpotent if z” = 0 for 
some n (which implies zm = 0 for all m > 2n, though not necessarily for all 
m > n if f @ @), and an element e is idempotent if e2 = e. 
Inverses 
Jordan algebras have an inversion operation which behaves much like that 
in associative algebras. An element x in a unital Jordan algebra is invertible 
if U, is an invertible operator (it suffices if U, is surjective, or even if 1 is in 
its range); the inverse x-’ = U; ‘x reduces to the usual associative inverse in 
J = A9. A division algebra is one whose nonzero elements are all invertible. 
An element x in a (not necessarily unital) Jordan algebra is quasi-invertible 
if 1 - x is invertible in J’ (so U, --x = 1 - V,X + U, is a surjective operator on 
J’ and J). 
Homotopes 
Given an element y in an associative algebra A we obtain a new 
associative algebra ACy) via the multiplication a . ,,b = uyb. In a similar way, 
any element y E J determines a new Jordan algebra structure on J, the y- 
homotope Jty’, with products 
U’Y’ = u x x u Y ’ 
V(Y) = x v X,Y’ 
x(2.s) = uxy. (1.8) 
If J = A 4 then Jty) = (A (y))4. If c is invertible we call JCC) the c-isotope; this is 
again unital, with unit 1~) = CC’. In the associative case isotopy is the same 
as isomorphism, but in the Jordan case isotopy is an equivalence relation 
slightly weaker than isomorphism. 
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An element x is properly quasi-invertible if it remains quasi-invertible in 
all homotopes, so 
is an invertible operator for all y E J’ (corresponding to TX,?-(z) = (1 -x) 
z( 1 - yx) in the associative case). The set of p.q.i. elements constitutes the 
Jacobson radical Rad J, which measures semiprimitivity: Rad J is the 
smallest ideal K such that J/K is semiprimitive, in particular, J is 
semiprimitive iff Rad J = 0. 
Idempotents 
An idempotent e determines a Peirce decomposition 
J = J,(e) 0 J,,,(e) 0 J&l 
as a direct sum of Peirce subspaces J,(e); here Jl(e) = U,J and Jo(e) = U, -e J 
are inner ideals which are orthogonal subalgebras, where J, has unit e. TWO 
idempotents e, f are orthogonal if each lies in the Peirce O-space of the other 
(U,f = U,e = e o f = 0); for example, f = 1 - e is always an idempotent 
orthogonal to e. e is principal or maximal if there is no idempotent 
orthogonal to it (i.e., J,,(e) has no nonzero idempotents), is primitive or 
indecomposable if it cannot be written as the sum e = e, + e, of two 
orthogonal idempotents (i.e., J,(e) has no proper idempotents e, # e, 0), and 
is a division idempotent if J,(e) is a division algebra. A unital algebra J has 
a capacity if it (or one of its isotopes) has 1 = e, + . . . + e, the sum of 
orthogonal division idempotents. 
We say J is idempotent-finite if it contains no infinite family (e, , e, ,...) of 
orthogonal idempotents. (For example, if J has a.c.c. or d.c.c. on principal 
inner ideals it is idempotent finite, since UCIJc U,, +e,J~ . .. and U, -,,JI 
U I-(e,+e*) JX . . . would be strictly ascending or descending chains of prin- 
cipal inner ideals.) We say a family (e, ,..., e,} of orthogonal idempotents can 
be extended if it can either be refined (some e, decomposed into a sum 
e, = e( + e,!’ of orthogonal idempotents) or enlarged (some idempotent e, + , 
can be adjoined which is orthogonal to e,,..., e,). If J is idempotent-finite 
then every orthogonal family {e,,..., e,) can be extended to a maximal 
orthogonal family {f, ,..., f,,, }, one without proper extensions; maximality just 
means each fi is indecomposable and f = f, + ..a + f, is maximal. (If J is 
idempotent-finite a given family (e, ,..., e,} can only be enlarged a finite 
number of times, reaching a principal f = e, + . . . + e,,,, and each e, can be 
refined only a finite number of times since e, = ei, + e,, ,, e,, I = ei, + e,, ,, 
e,, I = ei3 + ei3, ,... would lead to an infinite orthogonal family e,, , ei2, ei3 ,... .) 
In particular, every idempotent e E J can be refined e = f, + ... + f,, into an 
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orthogonal sum of primitive idempotents, and can be enlarged to a principal 
idempotent f = e + e’. 
I-Algebras 
The basic examples of algebras with capacity are the semiprimitive 
algebras which either have d.c.c. on principal inner ideals, or are algebraic 
and idempotent-finite. We can subsume both examples under the concept of 
I-algebra. Following the associative terminology, we say a Jordan algebra J 
is an I-algebra if every non-nilpotent element x generates a nonzero idem- 
potent e E U,J, equivalently if every non-nil inner ideal contains a nonzero 
idempotent. 
1.11. EXAMPLE. If J is algebraic over a field then J is an Z-algebra: if x 
is not nil then x2@[x] = U, @[xl is a finite-dimensional non-nil algebra and 
hence contains a nonzero idempotent. 
1.12. EXAMPLE. Any Jordan algebra with d.c.c. on principal inner ideals 
is an Z-algebra: as in Morgan’s argument [ 14, p. 1621 if x is not nilpotent 
neither is any power xn, and if the descending chain of principal inner ideals 
U,,J breaks off at m, U,,J=U,,,,J= ... , then y=xZm+’ has y= 
U,,x E U,,J= U,,,J, and if y= U,,]z, then repeated use of (1.3) shows that 
e=UYUzy4 has Uye= U,,zUzU,,21 = IU~(~+I = U,l = y2=x4”i2#Oand 
ez = UYULU~UzUY1 = U,U,U:U,,U,(U,,U,U,,1) = U,UzU~UYU,UY,l = 
U, U, Ui 1 = U, U, y4 = e, so e is a nonzero idempotent in U,,J c U,J. 
1.13. EXAMPLE. If A is an associative I-algebra then J=Aq is Jordan I- 
algebra: if x is non-nilpotent so is x2, hence some x2a =f is a nonzero 
idempotent in A, and e = xafx E XAX is a nonzero idempotent in U, J since 
xexa=x2afx2a=f3=f#Oande2=xafx2afx=xaf3x=xafx=e. I 
It is not clear whether J= H(A, *) is an Z-algebra when A is an associative 
Z-algebra with involution. 
We collect a few general observations on I-algebras: 
(i) if J is not nil it contains an idempotent, 
(ii) any inner ideal B GI J remains an I-algebra, 
(iii) Rad J is nil, 
(1.14) 
(iv) if J is unital and has no nil ideals and no proper idem- 
potents, then J has capacity 1 or 2. 
Indeed, (i) some x is not nilpotent; (ii) if k E B is not nilpotent, neither is x2, 
so there is an idempotent e E U,,J = U,.(U,J) c U,B; (iii) Rad J is an inner 
ideal and contains no idempotents, so we can apply (ii) and (i); (iv) if x is 
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not nilpotent then U,J contains the only nonzero idempotent e = 1, hence 
every x is nilpotent or invertible, and we can apply [ 121. 
1.15. I-THEOREM. If J is a semiprimitive I-algebra which is idempotent- 
finite, then J has a capacity (and, in particular, is unital). 
Proof Since J is semiprimitive, all its Peirce inner ideals Jl(e), Jo(e) 
remain semiprimitive by hereditary of the Jacobson radical. Let e, ,..., e, be a 
maxima1 orthogonal family of idempotents (by idempotent-finiteness). We 
first claim the principal idempotent e = C e, is the unit for J: Jo(e) contains 
no idempotents by principality, yet Jo(e) remains a semiprimitive I-algebra 
(by l.l4(ii)), so by 1.14(i) J&e) = 0; but in a semiprimitive algebra Jo(e) = 0 
forces e = 1. 
Each ei is primitive, so Ji = J,(ei) remains a semiprimitive I-algebra with 
unit ei but no other proper idempotents, so by l.l4(iv) either Ji is a division 
algebra of capacity 1 or some isotope Jjci) has capacity 2 with c;’ = fi + gi 
for division idempotents fi, gi; taking c,:’ = e, =fi, gi = 0 in the former 
case we see Jici) always has capacity 1 or 2, so c = C ci is invertible in J 
and ‘the isotope J(‘) has unit l(‘) = c-’ = C c; ’ = C fi + gi, an orthogonal 
sum of division idempotents. Thus J has capacity. 1 
Having a capacity is the basic finiteness condition for a Jordan algebra, 
and the basic classification of algebras with finiteness conditions is the 
following extension of the original classification of Jordan, von Neumann, 
and Wigner: 
1.16. JACOBSON CAPACITY THEOREM [8]. If J is semiprimitive with 
capacity then J is a direct sum J = J, q . . e [IIJ, of simple ideals Ji which are 
either (i) division algebras, (ii) Albert algebras H(C,, y) of dimension 21 
over their centers R, (iii) special algebras isomorphic to outer ideals 
containing 1 in Jordan algebras J(Q, c) determined by nondegenerate 
quadratic forms over a field Q, or in Jordan matrix algebras H(D,, D,, y) 
for (D, Do) a *-simple associative coordinate pair, where D is either a 
division algebra A, a direct sum A w Aop with exchange involution, or a split 
quaternion algebra M2(S2) over afield a. m 
If the characteristic # 2 we can delete “outer ideals containing 1” and take 
D, = H(D). 
We will call a Jordan algebra classical if it is semiprimitive with capacity. 
Exceptionality 
A Jordan algebra is called special if it is isomorphic to a subalgebra of an 
algebra A4 (i.e., to a subspace of an associative algebra closed under the 
Jordan products xyx and x2, but not necessarily under the associative 
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product xv); for example, if A carries an involution *, then the space H(A, *) 
of hermitian elements x = xx forms a special Jordan subalgebra of A4. An 
algebra which is not special is called exceptional. 
The special Jordan algebras do not form a variety defined by identities, 
since an example of P. M. Cohn [ 7, p. 1 1 ] shows they are not closed under 
homomorphic images. However, by a general result of Birkhoff [7, p. 51 the 
class of homomorphic images of special Jordan algebras does form a variety, 
which we will call the variety of identity-special (i-special) algebras. The 
defining identities of this variety are precisely those Jordan identities satisfied 
by all associative algebras (equivalently, by all special Jordan algebras); 
these identities are called s-identities, and to date all known s-identities are 
derived from Glennie’s identities 
Here an identity is an element f(x, ,..., x,,) of a free Jordan algebra on some 
set X, and we say J satisfies the identity f if f(a, ,..., a,) = 0 for all 
a,,..., a, E J, i.e., f specializes to 0 under all homomorphisms FJ(X) + J 
induced by xi --+ a,. 
For our purposes, the i-special algebras are the more natural objects than 
the special algebras. Corresponding to this looser notion of speciality is a 
stricter notion of exceptionality: an identity-exceptional (i-exceptional) 
algebra is one which is not i-special, equivalently is not the homomorphic 
image of a special algebra, or equivalently again fails to satisfy some s- 
identity. 
Speciality of J is measured by the specializer Sp(J), the kernel of the 
canonical homomorphism of J into its special universal envelope h(J); the 
specializer is this the smallest ideal whose quotient is special, and J is special 
iff Sp(J) = 0. In the same way, i-speciality is measured by the i-speciulizer 
S(J), the smallest ideal whose quotient is i-special, so J is i-special iff 
S(J) = 0. 
The i-specializer is explicitly described as the set of all values f (a, ,..., a,) 
on J of s-identities f (x1 ,..., x,). It is easy to see the set of values S(J) does 
indeed form an ideal:af(a, ,..., a,)+/?g(b, ,..., b,), U,f(a ,,..., a,), U,,, ,,..,,=” ,a 
result by specializing af (x ,,..., x,,) + Pg(x,+ ,, . . . . x,,+A Ux,+,f(x, ,..., x,J, 
urc x,,...,x,)xn+ 1. S(J) results by specializing the set S(X) of s-identities in the 
free Jordan algebra FJ(X) on a countably infinite set X = {x,, x2,...} of 
indeterminates; S(X) is precisely the kernal of the canonical epimorphism of 
FJ(X) on the free special unital algebra FSJ(X). (Note that FSJ(X) also 
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serves as free i-special algebra.) S(X) forms a T-ideal invariant under all 
substitutions xi + gi(xl ,..., xn), and invariant under linearization: if 
f(x 1 ,.-*, x,) E S(X) then f(C X,j,*.*, C Xnj) = 2 f’(Xi,j, v**> XiNjN) (N = 
degree f), where all linearizations f’(xr ,..., x,) remain in S(X). 
The Split Albert Algebra 
Although the motivating examples for Jordan theory are the algebras A9 
and H(A, *) derived from associative algebras A, there is an exceptional 
Jordan algebra which cannot be derived from any associative algebra. Let C 
be a Cayley algebra over a field @, a certain 8-dimension nonassociative 
algebra with involution obtained by doubling a quaternion algebra Q by the 
Cayley-Dickson process (C=Q@QZ for (a,+b,I)(a,+b,f)= 
(a,a2 f&b,) @ (b,a, + b,6,)1 for a fixed scalar p # 0 in Qi, with 
involution a + bl= 5 - bl). Then the set 
ff,(C, Y) = fw,(C), *> 
of all 3 x 3 matrices with entries in C which are hermitian under the 
involution X* = y-‘X’y (y = diag(y,, y2, y3) for yi # 0 in @) and have 
diagonal entries in @ (this is automatic in characteristic # 2) forms an outer- 
simple 27-dimension Jordan algebra even though C and M,(C) are not 
associative. When C = C(Q) is the split Cayley algebra (Q = M2(@) the split 
quaternion algebra and ,u = 1) and y = diag( 1, 1, 1) we obtain the split Albert 
algebra 
H,(C(@))= /allX=[$ i: ~~)foraiE@,aiEC(@)~. (1.18) 
By [7, p. 491 these do not satisfy Glennie’s identities G, or G, (nor do they 
satisfy the linearization Gh, where x-+x,, x2, x1, y + y,, y,, y,, z -+ z,, I*); 
hence they are i-exceptional. However, each element x in an Albert algebra 
satisfies a degree 3 equation x3 - T(x) x2 + S(x)x - N(x)1 = 0 for scalars 
T(x), S(x), N(x) E @, so these algebras satisfy the operator identities 
D,,: x (-l>“vxa(0),, .” V&3),, = 0, 
OES(4) 
Note that these identities do not hold in all algebras Aq. 
Crucial to the theory of Albert algebras is the fact that a split Albert 
algebra satisfies a central multiplication identity F (see (1.26) or 1211): 
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There exists a multiplication operator F(x, ,..., xn) linear in the 
variable x, whose values on J= H3(C(@)) lie in the centroid: 
F(a ,,..., a,) E T(J) = @I for ai E J, where F(x ,,..., x,) = 
C,M, VXIMi + CS,j> i MSj U,,,,M; for monomials M in the 
Vxi, Uxi,xj, Uxi for i, j = 2 ,..., n. (1.20) 
At two separate junctures it will be crucial that x, appears linearly (in 
V,, , U,,,,) rather than quadratically (in U,,). 
Albert Algebras in General 
We say a Jordan algebra J over an arbitrary ring of scalars @ is an Albert 
algebra if it is a @-form of a split Albert algebra (1.18) over a @-field R (a 
field which is a unital @-algebra, inducing the given @-structure): 
J c L?J = H3(C(Q)). (1.21) 
By [ 19, Theorem 6, p. 3051 all simple finite-dimensional exceptional algebras 
become split Albert under suitable scalar extensions and thus are themselves 
Albert: 
A simple finite-dimensional exceptional Jordan algebra is an 
Albert algebra over its centroid T(J): J has dimension 27 and 
J @rw 0 z H3(C(Q)) for Q the algebraic closure of T(J). (1.22) 
A general Albert algebra need not be outer-simple, unital, or even 
semiprimitive, as the examples H3(C(Z)), H,(C(2Z)), and H,(C(L)) (L a 
local ring) show, but is always imbeddable, prime, and i-exceptional, and all 
its outer ideals come from the centroid. 
1.23. ALBERT ALGEBRA THEOREM. An Albert algebra J over # is a 
prime, i-exceptional Jordan algebra which is imbeddable in a semiprimitive 
algebra. Any semiprime @-subalgebra B of J is either special or is itself an 
Albert algebra. Every nonzero outer ideal I in J contains a multiple I3 7J 
for some y # 0 in r(J). 
Proof: J is imbeddable by construction: Jc H3(C(Q)), where a split 
Albert algebra is semiprimitive. J is prime and i-exceptional since any form 
Jc L?J of an algebra RJ with these properties remains such: if B, C were 
nonzero orthogonal ideals in J, U, C = 0, then .RB, RC would be nonzero 
orthogonal ideals in QJ, contrary to primeness; if J were i-special then all s- 
identities would vanish on J and hence on f2J (since linearizations of s- 
identities remain s-identities), contrary to i-exceptionality. 
If B c J c 0J = H3(C(0)) for a field 0, then either RB = H3(C(Q)) and 
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B is itself an Albert algebra by definition (1.2 l), or else dim, BB < 27; then 
B is embedded in B= nB/Rad(aB) (we have B n Rad(fiB) = 0 since by 
finite-dimensionality Rad(BB) is solvable [13], and by semiprimeness B 
contains no solvable ideals other than 0), where B is a finite-dimensional 
semiprimitive algebra of dimension (27 over B and hence is special (the 
simple components of B have dimensions (27 over a, hence over their 
centers, so none are exceptional by (1.22). 
If I is a nonzero outer ideal in J then LU is a nonzero outer ideal in the 
outer-simple algebra aJ= Hj(C(R)), so LV = flJ. Thus the central 
multiplication identity (1.20) has 0 # F(QJ) = I;(M) = C M”(1) c 52Id 
(summed over linearizations F’ of F), so some F’(I) takes a nonzero value 
y E M(J) n LYd c T(J), and yJ c F’(Z)l. But F and F’ lie in the ideal of 
M(J) generated by all V, and UX,y, where V,J= VJI and U,,,J= V,,JI lie in 
I by outerness, so F’(Z)J c I, and yJ c I. 1 
1.24. Remark. Semiprimeness is crucial to the above result that a 
subalgebra B is Albert or special, since the subalgebra B = H,(D) c 
H3(C((2)) is exceptional but not Albert for D = Q + RI c Q + Ql= C(n) 
(Q = M2(R) split quaternion over Q, R a proper right ideal such as 
L%!?, i + LL??,,); here D is an alternative algebra which is neither associative 
nor Cayley, but has a trivial ideal 0 + Rl since RR = 0. 
1.25. Remark. An Albert algebra is always free of absolute zero divisors 
Uz = 0 since this property is inherited by forms, and more generally is free of 
nil ideals: this is not inherited by forms in general, but if N is a nonzero nil 
ideal N 1 yJ implies (yx)” = y”x” = 0 and Y’ = 0 since T(J) acts torsion- 
freely when J is prime, so each x E J is nilpotent and l2J has an Q-basis of 
nilpotent elements xi E Ji ; then T(xi) = 0 implies T(L?J) = 0, contradicting 
the fact that the generic trace is nonzero on H3(C(0)). 
1.26. Remark. Zelmanov has suggested a general reason for the crucial 
existence of a central multiplication identity (1.20) in an Albert algebra: the 
ideal L(J) 4 M(J) generated by linear multiplications V,, U,,, is a prime 
associative algebra satisfying a polynomial identity since it is a form of such, 
LX(J) g L(i2J) = M(RJ) = End,(RJ) 2 M*,(G) for BJ = H3(C(G)) (under 
the canonical imbedding of M(J) in M(.ilJ)), hence by Razmyslov’s Identity 
[Z P. 131, L(J) h as a multilinear central polynomial R(L, ,..., L,) E 
Center@,(J)) c L(J) n I’(J) (since Center (L(J)) c Center(L(aJ)) = 
Center@!,,(Q)) = L?Id), so R does not vanish on some multiplication 
monomials Li = Li(ai; bil,..., b,,) E L(J) linear in the variables ai E J. Then 
W , ,*.*, x, ; y, ‘..., Y,> = RW,(x,; Y, >..., Y,), L(x,; Y,, ,,..., Y,),..., ~,A; 
Y f+l,..., y,)) is a non-vanishing central multiplication identity linear in the 
variables xi. 
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Zelmanov’s Description of Albert Algebras 
An important consequence of 1.23 is the equivalence of our definition of 
Albert algebra with that given by Zelmanov. Whereas our definition (1.21) 
makes it easy to prove that prime exceptional algebras are Albert, 
Zelmanov’s definition in terms of the central closure makes it easy to see 
that simple exceptional algebras are finite-dimensional over their centers. The 
equivalence of these two definitions is surprisingly difftcult to establish in 
characteristic 2, and requires the machinery of 1.23. 
1.27. ALBERT ALGEBRA CRITERION. The following conditions are 
equivalent for a Jordan algebra J over @: 
(i) J is an Albert algebra, i.e., a form of a split Albert algebra: 
J c QJ = H3(C(LI)) for some @-field L’, 
(ii) J is a @-form of an Albert algebra: J c Yj, where J” is Albert over 
the @-algebra Y, 
(iii) J has a split Albert scalar extension: J OrcJ, 0 g H3(C(R)) for 
some r(J)-field 0, 
(iv) J has a scalar extension JOrcJ, a which is a simple exceptional 
algebra finite-dimensional over Q, 
(v) J is Albert in the sense of Zelmanov: J is prime and its central 
closure J= J O,,,, r is a simple exceptional algebra of dimension 27 over its 
center T(J) = r, the field of fractions of T(J). 
Whenever J is a form of a split Albert algebra, J c QJ= H3(C(L!)), the 
extension QJ is necessarily a scalar extension: 0J 2 J OrcJ, Q. 
Proof. Both (v) 2 (iv) and (iii) * (ii) 8 (i) are clear, and (iv) 8 (iii) by 
(1.22). The hard part is (i) + (v). First we note that the central closure exists 
and is outer-simple: by 1.23, J is prime, so J= J Or r= JFexists, and since 
any outer ideal I# 0 in J has the form Zrfor outer Z # 0 in J we have Z 3 Jy 
(by 1.23) so I= Z(y ‘r) 3 Jr= J and J is outer-simple. 
Next note that the central closure is centrally closed, even outer-centrally 
closed: Z,,(J) = Z? (Recall that the outer centroid Z’,, consists of linear 
transformations T commuting with all multiplication operators, while Z 
consists of those T which in addition satisfy U,, = T’U, for all x.) Suppose 
T E z-,(J). Our central multiplication identity (1.20) produces a 
6 = F(a, ,..., a,) # 0 in r(J) for ai E J. Since T(a,) E.?= FJ we have 
T(a,) = y-‘6, for some y E Z, 6, E J. Because F is linear in x1 and an outer- 
central T commutes past monomials M and slips inside a V,, or UX,,Xj 
(TV, = VTCXj, TU,,, = UT(x,,Y but NOT TU, = UT&, we have yT6 = 
yTF(a, , a2 ,..., a,) = F(yT(a,), a2 ,..., a,,) = F(b,, a2 ,..., a,,) is again a value of 
F, thus lies in M(J) n r(QJ) c r(J) = r, so T = y-‘F(b,, a, ,..., a,) 6-I E E 
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Penultimately we note that r is imbedded in a: it suffices to imbed r in 
the field G, and any y E T(J) extends canonically to y’ E: r&V) = 0 Id via 
r’(C wiai) = 2 wiv(ai) (which is well-defined since if C wiai = 0 then z = 
C oiY(ai) in QJ has U,Y=CW~U,,,,Y + ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ = 
2 WfUa;Y’(Y> + CWiWjUa,,ajY’(Y> = U,coioi~~(~)=O for Y E J by 
definition of the centroid of J; hence U,(QJ) = 0 forces z = 0 in 
QJ = H3(C(0)). 
Finally we show j is 27-dimensional over E it is not true that central- 
simple Jordan algebras in characteristic 2 remain simple under extension 
[ 19, p. 3021, but once j is outer-simple and outer-central the scalar extension 
J@QrcJ, R = J@rfi z J Or @ r@ 0 z J Or R does remain simple, so the 
canonical map J @,. l2 + Jl2 = H3(C(f2)) is an R-isomorphism (establishing 
the final assertion of the Criterion) and thus dimrj= dim, j&n = 
dimJ@,B=dim,JQ=27. ! 
1.28. Remark. It does not seem to be known in general whether the 
central closure j= J Or r of a prime quadratic Jordan algebra is centrally 
closed, i.e., whether r(j) = f This is always true if J is unital of charac- 
teristic f 2 or if J is finitely generated as an M(J)-module (e.g., if J has no 
proper outer ideals containing 1): r(j) is purely inseparable of exponent 1 
over r when J is unital (since if T E T(J), T(1) = y- ‘u for y E r, a E J then 
(yT)’ E U,,c,, = U,, 2yT= Vpcl, = V, lie in T(j) nM(J) c T(J) so T2, 
2T E r), so in characteristic # 2 T E r, and if J= CM(J) xi then 
T(xi) = y - ‘a, shows yT(J) = C M(J) yT(xi) = C M(J) U, c J, yT E I-(.?) n 
End(J) c T(J) so again T E E 
1.29. Remark. An argument similar to that in 1.27 shows that we have a 
canonical imbedding T(J) c r(f) for any @-form J of an Q-algebra J’ 
(J c QJ = 7) as long as Ker J= (z E J\ U,J= Uz.,-J= V:J= O} is zero. 
2. THE ABSORBER 
The key to the structure of Jordan algebras resides in the outer absorbers 
of inner ideals, which corespond to the left absorbers I(B) = (z E B / AZ c B} 
of right ideals B in associative algebras A. In the associative case this 
absorber is just the core of the right ideal (the largest two-sided ideal 
contained in B); in the Jordan case the absorber is generally larger than the 
core, but nevertheless is not far removed from being an ideal. 
The linear absorber outer multiplications V, into B. 
2.1. LINEAR ABSORBER PROPOSITION. IfB is an inner ideal in J then 
(i) (1(B) = (z E B (z o Jc B} 
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is an inner ideal of J which is a specializing ideal for B, 
(ii) S(B) c Sp(B) c I(B). 
Proof. The identities 
Vx? = vi - 2u,, vu(x)y = vx vy vx - u,., vx - ux v,* (*I 
show b + V, is a homomorphism B -+ End,(J/B)q of Jordan algebras (noting 
that if x, y E B then U,J and Ux,,J are contained in B by innerness 
U, JC B). In particular, its kernel {b / I’,(.?) = 0) = (b / V,J c B} = l(B) is 
an ideal in B, and B/l(B) is imbedded in End(J/B)” and is therefore special, 
so Sp(B) c I(B) and (ii) holds. 
To see I(B) is inner in J, i.e., U,a E Z(B) for all z E f(B), a E J’, put x = z, 
y=a in (*) to see VUCz)a = (V,,,V,-U,v,}Jc(BazoJ}- 
U, J c U, J’ c B by definition of z E l(B) and innerness of B. 1 
The linear absorber absorbs linear multiplications. By iteration we obtain 
a decreasing chain B = lo(B) 3 Z’(B) 2 12(B) 1 s.. of increasingly absorbent 
inner ideals 
I’(B) = /(f’-‘(B)) = {z E B 1 Viz c B} 
with 
VJ I’(B) c l’- ’ (B). 
In linear Jordan algebras all multiplications are generated by V’s, but in 
general quadratic Jordan algebras the multiplication operators U, and V.Y.A, 
cannot be expressed in terms of V’s, and therefore we cannot be sure any 
I’(B) will absorb such quadratic outer multiplication into B. The most we 
can say is 
2(U, + V,,,,) I’(B) c ii-2(B) (2.2) 
since the identities (1.4) shows that 2U, = Vz - V,, and 2V,,, = 
2IVxV,- u*,yl= IV,, u + vxoy can be broken down into produces of at 
most two Vs. To absorb quadratic products when f is not available we need 
a quadratic replacement for l’(B). 
2.3. QUADRATIC AESORBER PROPOSITION. If B is an inner ideal in a 
Jordan algebra J then 
(9 q(B)=(zEBI{V,,~,+U,JzcBJ 
is inner ideal in J and an ideal in B. It is related to the linear absorber by 
(ii) lJICBjB’ + 212(B) c q(B) c Z’(B) 
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so that if f E # we have equality q(B) = l’(B), and always 
(iii) S(B)3 c q(B). 
Internal multiplications boost the absorbent power, 
(iv> U,(,,B’ c b?(B)) = q2(B). 
Proof: The identities 
u Y(x,y)z,r = V&Y uz + uz V&X, (*> 
UP, + U”(X,Y.Y - u,uy- uyux= Uxoy.yVx- uyv:= vxuxoy,y- v:u,, 
(**I 
U IXYXI + uuw(Y~z,z = ~xUyUz+ uxuyuz + v,,,u,v,,, (***> 
allow us to verify that q(B) is inner in J, U,(,,J’ c q(B). For z E q(B) we 
have by (*) that V,,,,(U,J’) c {--UT V,,,J + U,JJ,z,,z} J’ c U,J + U,,,J’ c 
U, J’ c B by VJqJ,z c B and innerness of B, and by (**) that U,(U;J’) = 
(U,,, + UuCJ,r,z - U, U, - U,,,., VJ + U, V:} J’ c U, J’ c B since z, J o z, 
U,z are in B by definition of z E q(B). Thus UzJ’ satisfies the two absorbing 
criteria, and belongs to q(B). 
Next we check that q(B) is an ideal in B; we cannot display it as the 
kernel of a homomorphism, so we must verify directly that it is inner and 
outer in B. It certainly is inner in B since it is inner in all of J; to see it is 
outer in B, U,,q(B) c q(B), note that for b E B’, z E q(B) we have by (*) 
that %AJb4 = -4 %J + uIJJsbI,, z c U,,B + U,z c B by definition of 
z E q(B), and by (**I that U.,(U,z> = 1 u.,,, + UIr(bjJ.J - U, U, - V, U, oJ,J 
+ V$J)Z c UJZ + u,,,z - u,u, z - V,U,?,z + V;U,z c B + B - U,,B 
- VB, B + Vi,B c B by definition of z E q(B). Thus U,,z E q(B), and q(B) is 
an ideal in B. 
For the inclusions of (ii), clearly q(B) absorbs V: = V,., - U,., and 
therefore falls in 12(B), and we saw in (2.2) that 212(B) absorbs U, and V,., 
and therefore falls in q(B); our usual argument shows U, b E q(B) for 
z E f(B), b E B’ since by (*), V,.,,(UZb) = -U; V,,,,b + U,,S,,3,b c 
- UzJ + UJ3; b c B + U,,;B’, where U,,;B’ = U,,:B + @J o z = (J o B) o z - 
(BJz} + J 0 z c J 0 z - U,,, J c B by innerness of B and definition of 
z E I(B). Similarly by (**), U,(U;b) = (U,,, + U,,CJ,z.r - U; U, - UJO.;,, V, 
+ U, Vj}b c U, b + U,,Zb - UzJ - U,,:J (by definition J o z c B) c B as 
above. 
For (iii), note S(B)3 c U,(,, l(B) (by 2.l(ii)) c q(B) by (ii) above. 
To establish (iv) we can use our usual argument with (*) to show U2 b 
(z E q(B), b E B’) absorbs V,,,, into q(B): V,,,,(U,b) c -Uz V,,,,b + 
U,,,,,+,b c U,J + U,*,b c q(B) since q(B) is inner in J and an ideal in B. 
For the absorption U,(U,b) c q(B) of U, we cannot use our usual argument 
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with (**) since we do not know U,,, b E q(B), so we go back to the 
definition of q(B): U, U,b absorbs V,,,, into B since by (*), 
V,,AU,Uzb) = {u,,.r - U, VJc,J} U, b c U,q(B) (because q(B) is inner in J 
and U,b absorbs V,,,, = VJ,,J into q(B) by the above) cB by definition of 
q(B); similarly by (***I, u.GJ.,u,b) = mu,,,, + UU~rlU~.,~J,J - u, u.,u, - 
Vz,Ju, V,,zP = U,b + uq,,,,, b - UiJ - V,,,J (by innerness of z E q(B)) c 
B + V,,,q(B) - U,,J - VJ,Jz c B by definition of q(B). Thus U,(U,b) E 
q(B), and U,bEq*(B). 1 
We have a decreasing chain 
of higher absorbers 
qi(B) = q(q’-‘(B)) = {z E B ) {V,,,, + Uj}‘z c B}, 
{ V,,J, + U,} qi(B) c qi-l(B). 
(2.4) 
By induction, 2.3(iv) shows the Penico derived series P’(q(B)) =q(B), 
Pi+ ‘MB)) = upi B’ fall into successively higher absorbers, 
P”(qW) = q”+‘(B). (2.5) 
Thus by suitably many internal multiplications by q(B) we can absorb any 
given number of external multiplications from J. 
2.6. Remark. The core of an inner ideal B (the maximal ideal of J 
contained in B) is given by 
P(B) = ?i q”(B). 
I 
This contains all outer ideals of J lying in B. In particular, B is itself an ideal 
iff q(B) = B, and q(B) coincides with the core iff q*(B) = q(B). 
Proof. If C is an outer ideal of J contained in B then Cc q”(B) for all n 
by (2.4), so C is contained in qoo(B). In particular, the core of B is contained 
in qCO(B). To show equality we need only note that qco(B) is an ideal of J: it 
is inner as the intersection of inner ideals, and is outer since U,,qa’(B) c 
U,,q”“(B) c q”(B) for all n shows U,,qm(B) c qa(B). 1 
Since P”(q(B)) c qnt ‘(B) by (2.5) we see n P”(q(B)) c qm(B), so if B is 
coreless then q(B) is super-Penico-solvable. 
2.7. EXAMPLE. If J = A 4 for an associative algebra A and B = L n R is 
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the intersection of a left ideal L and a right ideal R of A (e.g., if B = L or 
B = R), then the Jordan absorbers 
l(B)=q(B)=q”(B)= {bEB/bA cL,AbcR} 
are the associative core of B. 
2.8. EXAMPLE. If B = U,J= J,(e) for an idempotent e then 
l(J,) = (b, E J, / b, 0 Jllz = 0) = l”(J1) 
is the kernel of the Peirce specialization of J on JL12 and is a linear ideal in J. 
If i E @J or if J has no trivial elements this linear absorber is an ideal in J 
and thus l(J1) = qm(J,) is the core of J,. In general the core is given by the 
quadratic absorber 
q(J,) = @TJ,> = {b, E J, I b,,2h = V,,;2h = 01 
(note that b, = U,,,>b, is trivial, Ub,,J= UX,izUb,UX,,zJc UX1,2U,,,J, = 
U .x,,2ab, J, =0). 
2.9. Remark. The absorber of B is the same whether it is computed in J 
or in the unital hull J’, since ( V,,J, + U,}z c B iff { V,,,J, + U,,}z c B. This 
allows us to pass to J’ when convenient without having to modify q(B). 
3. NILNESS MODULO THE ABSORBER 
One of the basic properties of the quadratic absorber is that the ideal 
Z,(q(B)) it generates in J is nil modulo q(B). This is certainly not true in 
general for B in place of q(B) (e.g., the ideal generated by B = Jl(e) for a 
proper idempotent in a simple unital algebra J has Z,(B) = J, which is not nil 
modulo B), but the absorber is close enough to being an ideal that Z,(q(B)) is 
not too far removed from q(B). 
The ideal generated by the inner ideal q(B) is just its outer hull, spanned 
by all elements Q = UX, . .. UX,z for xi E J’, z E q(B). Nilness is not too 
difficult to prove for these “monomials.” We say an element a E J is 
nilpotent module an inner ideal C if some power am falls in C, and properly 
nilpotent module C if it is nilpotent mod C in each homotope (so some 
power acrngx) E C for each x E J’ and some m = m(x); note in this case 
a(‘-) E UG(m.xj J’ c C for all n > 2m). Nilpotence modulo the absorber 
implies nilpotence modulo higher absorbers as well. 
3.1. LEMMA. Zf a E J is nilpotent in the x-homotope module q(B), then 
the same is true module any higher absorber q”(B). 
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Proo$ It suffices to establish the case n = 2 by the inductive definition of 
the higher absorbers, and if a is nilpotent mod q(B) in the x-homotope then 
acrnvX’ E q(B) implies a(3mVx) = Ucr(m.xj UXu(m*x) E U,,,, U,,q(B) c U,(*,B c 
q’(B) by 1.7, 1.8, and 2.3(i), (iv). m 
3.2. MONOMIAL NILNESS PROPOSITION. Any monomial a = II,, +.. Ux,z 
for xi E J’, z E q(B), is properly nilpotent module q(B). 
Proof. The power to which we must raise a depends only on the number 
r of factors Uxi which must be absorbed (and not on the xi themselves). The 
operators T = U,, ..’ Uxr, T* = Uxr ... Ux, belong to the structure monoid of 
J (U,, = TU, T* for all x), so we have the General Shifting Formula, 
Thus if we write a = Tz, y = T*x we have 
a(m.x) = u 
XI 
. . . Uxrz(m.J’), 
and u(~*~) will fall in q(B) as soon as z(~,~) falls in q’+‘(B) (the r factors U.Yi 
each reduce the exponent by l), and since z E q(B) is trivially properly 
nilpotent mod q(B) it is also properly nilpotent mod q”‘(B) by 
Lemma 3.1. I 
The task of showing that any sum a = a, + . . . + a, of monomials is also 
nilpotent mod q(B) would daunt ordinary mortals, since as we raise a to 
higher powers the number of terms in the expansion proliferates hopelessly. 
But Zelmanov saw a way out of this quagmire, namely, to work with quasi- 
invertibility instead, in view of the general principle that a sum of properly 
quasi-invertible elements is quasi-invertible. We say an element t E J’ is 
invertible mod C if U,s = 1 mod C for some s E J’; z E J is quasi-invertible 
mod C if t = 1 -z is invertible mod C, and is properly quasi-invertible 
mod C if its remains quasi-invertible mod C in all homotopes J@), 
Tz,xs = 7Jpz,s = 1 for some s = S(X). 
3.3. LEMMA. If an element z is (properly) nilpotent module q(B) then it 
is (properly) quasi-invertible module q(B), If an element is invertible or 
quasi-invertible module q(B), then the same is true module any higher 
absorbers q”(B). 
Proof. If z(~~*’ E q(B) then u~~,( 1 + z + . . . + z(“- I..‘)) = 1 - zcrn3-” = 
1 mod q(B). If t is invertible mod q(C) = qm(B) for some m then it is also 
invertible modulo the next higher absorber q*(C) = qm+‘(B): if U,a = 1 + q 
for qEq(C) then U,a’=U,{U,U,U,_,l}=U,,,,,U,_,l=U,+,U,_,l= 
U ,--qz 1 = 1 - 2q2 + q4 = 1 + q’ for q’ E IU,~,,C’ c q*(C) by 2.3(iv). 1 
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In showing that quasi-invertibility mod q(B) enjoys the usual properties of 
ordinary quasi-invertibility, we make repeated use of 
if x- ymodq(C) then U,a EG Uva, U,xr U,y, 
TX., = Ty,a mod C for any x, y, a E J’ (3.4) 
since if x = y + z for z E q(C) then U,a - U,a = (U,,, + UZ}a E (J’J’z) + 
U:J’ c C and U,x - U, y = U,z E U,,z c C and T,,,b - T,,,b = (-V,., + 
Uz U, + UY,z U,}b E C by definition of z E q(C).’ 
3.5. PROPOSITION. The ideal Z,(q(B)) generated by the absorber q(B) is 
quasi-invertible module q(B). 
Proof. Since Z,(q(B)) is spanned by monomials a, = U,, . . . Uxrz which 
are properly nilpotent mod q(B) by 3.2 (and therefore properly quasi- 
invertible mod q(B) by 3.3), it suffices to show a finite sum a = a, + .. . + a,, 
of such monomials is quasi-invertible mod q(B). 
If f E @ we can follow Zelmanov’s method [ 16, p. 165-1661: if z is 
nilpotent mod q(B) then by 3.1 we have z” E q3(B) for n > some m; the 
usual power series (1 - t) - I’* = CF A, th has coefficients Ah E Z [ f ] c @ so 
the element y = 27-l A,z ’ has U,,(l - z) 3 1 mod q*(B). We prove by 
induction on n that any sum a = a, + . . . + a, of monomials is quasi- 
invertible mod q(B): the result is true for n = 0, and if true for n - 1 then 
choosing y for a, as above gives U,,(l-a)=U,(l-a,)-U?a,-...- 
U,a,s 1 -a;-- ... - aA mod q*(B), where the af = UYai remain monomials, 
hence by the induction hypothesis 1 - (a; + ... + a;) is invertible; but 
v = u mod q*(B) for u invertible implies v is invertible too 11 z U,s E 
U,.s mod q(B) by (3.4)], and U,“x invertible implies x, y invertible [for y we 
have 1 = UC’(Y,.X a= UYsmodq4(B) for some a, hence u,. 1 = 
{ U”(Y,X ull U”WX } U, 1 = U, U,t mod q3(B) by (3.4) and 1 = Uxt mod q(B) 
because of cancellation U,,z = 0 mod q3(B) * 0 = U, Us U,z (mod q(B)) = 
U I.(v)sz = U,z = z mod q(B) by (3.4)] thus x= 1 -a is invertible and all 
a=a, + ... + a,, are quasi-invertible. 
For the general case when 4 G& @ we show by induction any sum 
a=al +..a +a, of properly quasi-invertible elements is quasi- 
invertiblemodq(B). Write l-a=l-((a,+...+a,-,)-a,,=t-z, where 
by induction t is invertible and the monomial z = a, is properly quasi- 
invertible mod q(B). To see that such an element is invertible, first find s E J’ 
with U,s E 1 mod q3(B) by 3.3 and invertibility of t mod q(B), then find 
w E J’ with Tz,uwws,t w E 1 mod q*(B) by 3.3 and proper quasi-invertibility 
of z mod q(B). Then U,-; = UI-,,,(l)r = Ut-U(l)l/(s)(,(l)l(mod q(B) by 3.4) = 
u* T”cs,lJct,z,r so that c = us 4 uw Tuc*,“cs,t L1 has 
u, Tu(s,uu,z:t us 4 Uw T~u,uw~,r 1 = ut us UILcr,ucr,r’Uw T%m~cs,~ 1
UtpzC = 
(from 
1.9 we eastly verify T,,,,S = STx,saY for S in the structure semigroup) = 
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The next ingenious observation is that quasi-invertibility suffices: if quasi- 
invertibility persists in a suitable scalar extension, then it must have been 
nilpotence to begin with. 
3.6. PROPOSITION. Zf Z,(q(B)) is quasi-invertible mod q(B) for all inner 
ideals B in all Jordan algebras J, then Z,(q(B)) is nil modulo q(B) for all B 
and J. 
Proof: Given a E Z,(q(B)), consider the element a”= ta in g = 
B[t] c J[t] =J [= JQ @[t], the algebra of polynomials in one scalar 
indeterminate]. Here B remains an inner ideal in x q”(B) = q”(B)[t], so 
a’= ta E tl,(q(B)) c ZAq(&)) remains quasi-invertible mod q(B) by hypoth- 
esis. But the Amitsur Polynomial Trick [3,20] works modulo the absorber 
to show quasi-invertibility of ta module q(B) in J forces nilpotence of a 
modulo q(B) in J: if U,-ro~ = 1 - ta mod q’(g) (using 3.3) for c(t) = 
cb cktk(ck E J) then 1 - ta = UIptac = { 1 - tV, + t2Uo}(~ cj$) = c tk(ck - 
vack-, +U,c,-,)modq*(B)[t] shows l-c,,, -a-c,-aacc,, o-c,- 
a o ck + U,c,-, (k > 2) mod q’(B) in J, consequently c(t) is the ordinary 
geometric series ck = ak mod U,,,,q’(B): c,, EE 1 = a’, c1 = a 0 co - a = 
2a - a = a, and if true for indices less than k then ck = V,c,-, - 
U,c,-,(mod q*(B)) = VOak-’ - Unake2 = 2ak - ak = ak modulo (@V, + 
Qua> u,,,,q2(B) = (Quo,, + @u, + @u,) u,,,,q2(B) = U,,,,q2(B) by 
(1.7). Thus for k = r + 1 we have art i = crtl = 0 modulo U,,,,q’(B) c 
U,,q’(B) c q(B), so a is nilpotent modulo q(B). 1 
Putting together 3.5 and 3.6, we have our main tool 
3.7. ABSORBER NILNESS THEOREM. For any inner ideal B in a Jordan 
algebra J, the ideal Z,(q(B)) generated by the absorber of B is nil modulo 
q(B). 1 
3.8. Remark. Instead of using the Polynomial Trick in 3.6, Zelmanov 
[ 16, p. 1661 used the Resolvent Trick. This requires @ to be a field, which 
suffices for the applications made to prime and primitive algebras, but to get 
3.7 for arbitrary scalars we must use the ring-theoretic Polynomial Trick. 
To see how Zelmanov’s original argument goes in a quadratic setting over 
a field @, let 0 be a big extension of @: ]Q* / > dim,J’. The usual Amitsur 
Resolvent Trick [4, 201 works to show that properly q.i. elements are 
algebraic modulo q’(B): if A-‘a E ZAq(B”)) remains q.i. mod q(8) for all 
L # 0 in Q * then A- a are invertible mod q(B), so there are X~ E J’= J @@ 0 
with U A-,xA = 1 mod q”(Z?), and by bigness there are too many X~‘S for 
them to be linearly independent in J’; clearing denominators from a depen- 
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dence relation CoiXAi = 0 leads to g(a) = C ai&( = Ufta,(C oLiXli) = 
0 mod q*(B), so a is algebraic mod q*(B). The usual argument shows that 
algebraic plus p, q. i. implies nilpotence modulo q(B): if a is algebraic and 
all p(u) for polynomials with p(O) = 0 are q.i. mod q2(B), then 
g(a) E 0 mod q2(B) for g(f) = ltm( 1 - h(t)} with h(O) = 0 implies 
u 1 -h(dU 2m = g(a)’ s 0 modq3(Z?) for h(a) q.i. mod q*(B) and hence 
cancellation O=U 1~h(a)Us(o,~U1-h(a,a2m} = uC~~l-h~a,,s~a,u2m = Ulu2m = 
U 2m mod q(B) yields a*“’ = 0. 
4. HEARTS AND PRIMITIVITY 
To show that primitive exceptional algebras are Albert algebras, we first 
show that they have a heart, next that this heart is classical, then that the 
heart is the entire algebra, which is thus a simple classical exceptional 
algebra. 
The key to the primitive heart lies in the following two properties of the 
absorber, which follow from 2.3 and 3.7: 
(I) ABSORBER EXISTENCE. Inside each inner ideal B 4 .Z lies another 
inner ideal q(B) GI J such that S(B)3 c q(B) (and q(J) = J for B = J). 
(II) ABSORBER NILNESS. The ideal Z,(q(B)) generated by the absorber 
of an inner ideal B G! J is nil modulo q(B): for each x E Z,(q(B)) some 
power x” falls back in q(B). 
Recall that a Jordan algebra .Z is primitive if it has a primitizer P, a 
maximal modular inner ideal which has zero core (contains no nonzero 
ideals), or equivalently which supplements all nonzero ideals: 
Z+P=J for all nonzero ideals Z (1 J. (4.1) 
In the associative case core and absorber coincide; in the Jordan case the 
absorber is in general larger than the core, but nevertheless a primitizer has 
zero absorber. 
4.2. LEMMA. Zf J is u primitive algebra with primitizer P then the 
absorber vanishes: q(P) = 0, and consequently S(P)’ = 0. 
ProojY Primitive algebras are automatically semisimple, so they contain 
no nil ideals. We can strengthen this to say they contain no nonzero ideals I 
nil modulo the primitizer P: by 4.1 we have Z + P = J, in particular 
y + b =x for some y E Z, b E P, x the modulus of P; but then y = x - b and 
any power y” remains a modulus for P [S, p. 1591, and since P is proper y” 
cannot lie in P, so y E Z is not nil and Z is not nil mod P. 
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Since Z,(q(P)) is nil modulo q(P) by (II) we must have ZJ(q(P)) = 0 and 
q(P) = 0. In particular, S(P)3 c q(P) = 0 by (I). 4 
As in associative algebras, a Jordan algebra has a heart H(J) if H(J) is a 
nonzero ideal contained in all nonzero ideals of J, i.e., if the intersection of 
all nonzero ideals Z CI J is itself nonzero. 
H(J)=(-)Z#O. (4.3) 
Such H(J) is the unique minimal ideal of J. Note that 
(i) If J has a heart then J is indecomposable. 
(ii) If H(J) is unital then H(J) = J. (4.4) 
(iii) .Z is simple iff .Z = H(J) is nontrivial. 
Indeed, (i) if .Z= J, q J, then n Z c.Z, n J, = 0; (ii) any unital ideal is a 
direct summand (J = ZZmK for H = J,(e), K = Jo(e) the Peirce components 
relative to the unit e of H), and J = H q K forces K = 0, J = H by (i); (iii) J 
is simple iff it is nontrivial and has no proper ideals, where the latter 
condition is equivalent to H(J) = J. 
From the complementary property 4.1 of the primitizer and the vanishing 
of its absorber we immediately obtain the heart. 
4.5. EXCEPTIONAL HEART PROPOSITION. An i-exceptional primitive 
Jordan algebra J has heart H(J) = S(J)3. 
ProoJ: Any nonzero ideal Z in a primitive algebra J contains S(J)3: if 
Z # 0 we have by 4.1 that J/Z z P/P fTZ, so S(J/Z)3 g S(P/P CI Z)3 = 
S(P)3/Pn Z = 0 by Lemma 4.2, so S(J)3 c I. (We actually could show 
S(J)* c Z, but S(J)* need not be an ideal.) Thus S(J)3 CI J is an ideal 
contained in all other nonzero ideals. This result is vacuous if J is i-special 
since then S(J) = 0, but if J is i-exceptional we have S(J) # 0 by definition, 
and since primitivity implies semisimplicity we have S(J)3 # 0, so S(J)3 is a 
nonzero ideal contained in all other nonzero ideals and thus is the heart of 
J. I 
Once we have constructed the heart, the next step is to prove it has finite 
capacity. This follows from the boundedness of the spectra of elements of the 
heart. The bounding is done by any non-s-identity: a nonvanishing 
polynomial bounds the number of relatively prime inner ideals. 
4.6. LEMMA. Let f be a polynomial of degree N which does not vanish on 
J. Zf (Bk} is a family of inner ideals of J which satisfy f strictly, 
6) f ‘@A = 0 for all linearizations f’ offi 
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and which are “relatively prime,” 
(ii) J=x C, for C,= 0 B,, 
i.i k#i.j 
then the number of B,‘s is at most 2N. 
Proof. If there were >2N + 1 Bk)s then any N spaces Cilj, ,..., CiNj, would 
lie in at least one common B,, since C, avoids at most two of them so 
that N C,‘s avoid at most 2N of them and by hypothesis at least one B, 
remains unavoided. Then f’(Ci,j ,,..., Cw,) cf’(Bk ,..., Bk,) = 0 by the strict 
vanishing (i) of f on B,. But then by relative primeness (ii) and the 
definition of linearizations we have f(J ,..., J) =f(C C, ).,.) JJ C,) = 
C f’(cidi, 7.**3 CiNjN) = 0, contradicting the assumed non-vanishing off on J. 
Thus the number of relatively prime B,‘s is at most 2N. i 
We can now use the fact that the values of s-identities fall in the absorber 
to bound the absorber spectrum of an element z, defined as the set of scalars 
,l for which Al - z generates an absorberless inner ideal, 
(A E Abspec(z)). (4.7) 
4.8. ABSORBER SPECTRAL BOUND PROPOSITION. Ifthere is a polynomial 
f E S’(X) of degree N which does not vanish on the Jordan algebra J over a 
j?eld @, then there is a uniform bound on the cardinality of the absorber 
spectra of elements of .?: 
1 Abspec,(z)l < 2N. 
Proof. We apply Lemma 4.6 to the inner ideals B, = U,,, -zJ for distinct 
kk of the absorber spectrum of z. By definition 4.7, q(Bk) = q(U,,, -,J) = 0 
for each k; hence S’(B,) = 0 by (I). Since f and all its derived functions f' 
remain in S’(X), we have f ‘(Bk) = 0 for all f ‘, so f holds strictly on each B, 
as in 4.6(i). To see the B, are relatively prime as in 4.6(ii), note that 
1 = C hi(t) in @[t] for hi(t) = h(t) gi(t) since the greatest common divisor of 
the scalar polynomials h(t) = njzi(lj - t) is 1; hence substituting z for t 
yields J= U,J= Uz.hi(rJJ= Ci,jJij for Jii = lJhicz,Jc s!LJ,~(~,Jc UAk,--zJ= B, 
and Jij = Uhf~z~,hj(r~ Jc UAj,pzJ=Bk for k # i, j, therefore J, c 
nkzi,j B, = C, so J = C C, too. Thus the B, are relatively prime, and by 
4.6 there are at most 2N of them. This implies there are at most 2N elements 
A, of the absorber spectrum of z. i 
The usual spectrum of an element z is the set of scalars A for which ;11 - z 
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is not invertible or, equivalently, which generate a proper inner ideal 
u 11 -ZJ < J. By property (I) we see 
A E Spec,(z) iff q(U,,-,J) < J (4.9) 
so the ordinary spectrum always contains the absorber spectrum. For 
elements of the heart, the absorber spectrum reduces to the ordinary 
spectrum. 
4.10. LEMMA. If z belongs to the heart H(J) over a j?eld @, then its 
spectrum and absorber spectrum essentially coincide: 
Abspec,(z) c Spec,(z) c Abspec,(z) U {O}. 
Proof: If 1# 0 belongs to the ordinary spectrum of z E H(J) then 
A - z = A(1 - A-‘z) is not invertible and w = i-‘z E H(J) is not quasi- 
invertible so B = U, ~= J = U, _ w J is a proper inner ideal with modulus 
x = 2~ - w2 E H(J) (see [S, p. 158)); this forces q(B) = 0, since otherwise 
q(B) # 0 3 I,(q(B)) # 0 a Z,(q(B)) 3 H(J) 3 x * some power xn E q(B) (by 
(II)) * B has modulus xn E B (by [5, p. 1591) + B = J is improper (by [ 5, 
p. 1601). Thus U,-,J< J implies q(U,-,J)=O, and A belong to the 
absorber spectrum. 1 
The boundedness of the absorber spectrum thus bounds the heart, leading 
to the key result on primitive algebras (which in turn unlocks the structure of 
prime algebras). 
4.11. ZELMANOV'S PRIMITIVE LEMMA. A primitive i-exceptional Jordan 
algebra J over a big algebraically closed j?eld @ is a split Albert algebra, 
JE H3(C(@)). 
Proof Let J be primitive and i-exceptional over the big algebraically 
closed field @. First we use the Amitsur Resolvent Principle to show H(J) is 
algebraic: by 4.5, H(J) is nonzero, and by 4.10 and 4.8, (Spec(z)] < 
JAbspec(z)] + 1 < 2N + 1 for any z E H(J), so by infiniteness and bigness of 
@ we have / Resolvent(z)] = 1 @\Spec(z)] > ] @ I- (2N + 1) = ] #I > 
2 + dim,J, so as in 3.8 (or [20]) z E H(J) is algebraic. In particular, H(J) is 
an I-algebra. 
Next, the spectral bound gives us a bound on idempotents: if e, ,..., e, are 
orthogonal idempotents in H(J) then for distinct Ai E @ the element 
z = C liei E H(J) has A, ,..., A, in its spectrum, so r < 2N + 1 and there is an 
absolute bound on the size of an orthogonal family of idempotents. In 
particular, H(J) is idempotent-finite. 
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Next we observe that H(J) is unital: we know it is an idempotent-finite Z- 
algebra, and since .Z is semiprimitive so is H(J) by heredity of the Jacobson 
radical, therefore by the Z-Theorem 1.15, .Z is unital. 
But once H(J) is unital we have H(J) =.Z is simple by 4.4(ii), (iii), so .Z is 
a simple unital algebraic Z-algebra with bound on idempotents. By the I- 
algebra Theorem 1.15 and the Jacobson Capacity Theorem 1.16, .Z is either 
(i) special, (ii) an exceptional division algebra, or (iii) an Albert algebra 
H,(C, y) over its center 0. Here (i) is ruled out by the hypothesis of i- 
exceptionality, and (ii) is ruled out by the hypothesis that @ is algebraically 
closed, so we must have (iii) and .Z is an Albert algebra over its center L?. 
But since 0 is an algebraic field extension of @‘, we must have R = @ by 
algebraic closure, and C = C(Q) since over an algebraically closed field all 
Cayley algebras are split. Thus J 2 H3(C(@). 1 
4.12. Remark. A way of establishing simplicity of H(J) directly, without 
appealing to the Capacity Theorem, depends on the following general obser- 
vations about subideals. Although a subideal Z a H ci J need not be an 
ideal of J, so .FI is not automatically simple, a subideal is not too far 
removed from being an ideal: 
(1) [ 16, p. 1691. If Z u K (I .Z is a subideal in .Z, then the derived 
algebra D(Z) = U,Z is an inner ideal of J with U,,D(Z) c I. 
(2) If Z is a subideal then D”(Z) = ny D”(Z) is an ideal of J. 
(3) Any proper ideal Z 4 H(J) Q J of the heart H(J) is supersolvable, 
D”)(Z) = 0; in particular, Z contains no idempotents or regular elements. 
(4) If J is a semiprimitive Z-algebra then H(J) is simple. 
In (1) for innerness note that U1,,uj,.Z’ = U, U,U,J’ c U,U,K (since 
Z c K u J) c U,Z (since Z a K) and { U,Z, J’, U,Z) c -( U,J’, I, D(Z)} + 
(I, (J’ZZ), D(Z)} c (K, I, D(Z)} + {I, K, D(Z)} c D(Z) (since D(Z) u K); for 
outerness note U,, U, I c (U,,,, + U,.,, ,,,., - U, U,, - (U,, a,,, - U, ff,,) V,,}Z 
c U,I f U,.,Z - U,K - U,.,K f U,K c I. For (2) U,,Da c 
U,,Dni’ c D” for all n, so D” is outer as well as inner. For (3). 
D”(I) c Z c H is an ideal in J, so if D” # 0 then D” 3 H by definition of 
heart and Z = H is not proper. If e E I is idempotent then e = e3n E D”(Z) 
shows e E D”(Z) and Z is not supersolvable; similarly, if x E Z is regular in J 
it is regular in the subideal Z (x = U,a for a E J’ implies x = U,b for 
b=U,U,aEKimpliesx=U,??for~=U,U,~bEIwhenZaKaJ),and 
x = UX.r, E D”(I) implies x = U\.(Uy, c’, y,,) E U,),,,,D”(Z) = D”’ ‘(I), so 
such a regular x lies in D”(I). For (4), if J is a semiprimitive Z-algebra so is 
the ideal H; if H were not simple it would contain a proper ideal I, without 
idempotents by (3), hence nil by definition of Z-algebra, therefore Z = 0 by 
semiprimitivity, contradicting propriety. 
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5. THE PRIME THEOREM 
We are now ready to establish the main result that imbeddable prime i- 
exceptional algebras are Albert algebras. The method of proof is to reduce to 
the case of primitive algebras over a big algebraically closed field, which are 
classified by the Primitive Lemma, then to use an ultrafilter argument to 
transfer the classification to the original algebra. 
5.1. ZELMANOV'S PRIME THEOREM. A prime Jordan algebra which can 
be imbedded in a semiprimitive algebra is either i-special or an Albert 
algebra. 
Proof. The hypothesis that J is imbeddable just means J c naE,, J,, 
where each J, is primitive, and by [20] we may take J, primitive over a big 
algebraically closed field Q,. By Zelmanov’s Primitive Lemma 4.11, each 
algebra J, is either i-special or a split Albert algebra H3(C(fl,)) over its cen- 
troid. 
We now apply a standard ultrafilter argument to show the prime algebra J 
behaves like one of the factors J,, hence is itself i-special or Albert. Indeed, 
the support sets Supp(a) = {a E A / xa(a) # 0) for elements a # 0 in J are a 
directed family F. by primeness: Supp(a) f7 Supp(b) 2 Supp(c) for any 
c # 0 in U,,,,I(b) (by primeness a, b # 0 implies that U,,,,l(b) # 0 contains 
some c # 0, and z,(x) = 0 G- z,(I(x)) = 0 for 1(x) the ideal generated by x; 
therefore II,(c)# 03 z,(a), x,(b)# 0). Thus we can imbed X0 in an 
ultrafilter .F on A (a maximal ideal in the Boolean algebra of all subsets of 
A, equivalently a family of nonempty subsets of A closed under finite inter- 
sections and such that for any B c A either B E jr or A\B E F). Then J 
remains imbedded in j= n J,/F: if a E J has f(a) = n x,(a) = 0 in J 
then Z(a) = (a / 7c,(a) = 0) E F, but by definition Sum@) = 
(a / n,(a) f 0) E X0 c Y, so F contains Z(a) f? Supp(a) = 0, a 
contradiction. 
If A, = {a ] J, is i-special} and A, = (a 1 J, is Albert}, then A = A, VA, 
implies one of A, or Aa falls in the ultrafilter .F. 
If A, E 7 then J= n, J,j.F is isomorphic to the i-special algebra 
Kl,JC&-X~ and therefore J c .? is also i-special. 
If A, E ,F then 7 is isomorphic to an ultraproduct nAOJu/‘FC A, of 
split Albert algebras and therefore inherits all the elementary properties 
shared by the factors; in particular .? is itself a split Albert algebra. Indeed, 
J, = H3(C(Ra)) shows na,Ja = H,(C(n Q,)), SO J= nA,J,/FfT A, z 
H3(C(f2)) for Q = n,afia,/.Fn A,, . since 3-n A, remains an ultrafilter on 
A,, fl is an ordinary ultraproduct of fields and hence is itself a field. But 
then J is a prime i-exceptional @-subalgebra of an Albert a-algebra j, SO by 
1.22 it is itself an Albert algebra. m 
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By the Scalar Imbedding Theorem [20] any algebra without strictly nil 
ideals is scalarly (hence semiprimitively) imbeddable. 
5.2. COROLLARY. A prime Jordan without strictly nil ideals is either i- 
special or an Albert algebra. I 
The algebras of interest in quantum mechanics would be topologically 
simple (no proper closed ideals), which is a weaker condition than being 
algebraically simple. However, topologically prime algebras (no orthogonal 
closed ideals) are the same as algebraically prime ideals, since if I, K are 
orthogonal ideals lJ,K = 0 then their closures f, K remain orthogonal 
Uii? = 0. 
5.3. COROLLARY. A topologically prime (e.g., topologically simple) 
Jordan algebra which is imbeddable is either i-special or an Albert 
algebra. m 
6. CONSEQUENCES 
The Prime Theorem has immediate applications to simple algebras and 
division algebras. 
6.1. THEOREM. A simple Jordan algebra J which is not strictly nil (e.g., 
which is unital) is either i-special or is 27.dimensional exceptional over its 
center. 
Proof. A simple algebra is prime, and if it is not itself strictly nil then it 
has no strictly nil ideals, so by 5.2 it is either i-special or Albert. When J is 
simple its centroid T(J) is already a field, so J coincides with its central 
closure; hence by 1.27(v), J is 27-dimensional simple over T(J). 1 
In particular, since division algebras are always simple and unital we have 
6.2. THEOREM. A Jordan division algebra is either i-special or an excep- 
tional 21.dimensional Albert algebra over its center. 1 
Alfsen-Schutz-Stdrmer [2] showed that a Jordan C*-algebra was built up 
of pieces that were either special or 27-dimensional Albert algebras, and the 
exceptional algebras were singled out by means of Glennie’s s-Identity G, 
alone. Zelmanov’s work shows this holds abstractly. 
6.3. THEOREM. A semiprimitive Jordan algebra is i-special iff it satisfies 
Glennie’s Identity G,. 
Proo$ If J is semiprimitive satisfying G, then it is a subdirect product 
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Jn fl J, of primitive Jordan algebras J, which also satisfy G,, therefore 
cannot be Albert, so J, and J are i-special. i 
These structural results have surprising consequences for free Jordan 
algebras. Before Zelmanov’s results, several authors suspected the free 
Jordan algebra FJ(X) could be imbeded in a division algebra (necessarily 
exceptional and infinite-dimensional over its center if 1x1 > 3). Instead, the 
free Jordan algebra has the same pathologies as the free alternative algebra 
(though specific s-identities seem very difficult to find). 
6.4. THEOREM. The free Jordan algebra FJ(X) on /Xl> 3 generators 
either contains orthogonal ideals U, B = 0 or contains a strictly nil ideal. Iff 
lies in the ideal generated by G,(x, y, z) and g in the ideal generated by 
D,,(x, Y, z>, then 1 Uf~x,y,z~ g(x, Y, z)}” = 0, {f(x, Y, z> 0 g(x, Y, z))” = 0 for 
some n, m > 1. In particular, FJ(x) contains zero divisors U, b = 0. 
Proof. P(X, y, z> = Uft.r,y,zj g(x, Y, z> or&, y, z) 0 g(x, Y, z> vanishes on 
all primitive algebras since f vanishes on all i-special algebras and g vanishes 
on all Albert algebras. Thus p vanishes on all semiprimitive algebras, 
p(a, b, c) E Rad J for any a, 6, c E J. But then tp(a, 6, c) E Rad J[t] too, so 
by Amitsur’s Polynomial Trick (as in 3.6) p(a, b, c) is nilpotent in J, in 
particular p(x, y, z) is nilpotent in FJ(X): p(x, y, z)” = 0 for some n > 1. I 
6.5. Remark. If all Jordan algebras, or merely FJ(X), is imbeddable in a 
semiprimitive algebra then all such p(x, y, z) vanish in FJ(X); in particular 
we would have universal Jordan identities 
u G”(x,y,z$Mx~ Y, z) = 0, 
G,(x, Y, z) 0 D,,,(x, Y, z) = 0. 
On the other hand, if some such p does not vanish, then already FJ(x, y, z) is 
not imbeddable in a semiprimitive algebra. We conjecture that (as in the case 
of alternative algebras) the free Jordan algebra FJ(x) is not imbeddable; it 
would suffice to show (perhaps with the aid of a computer) that the identities 
(6.6) are not consequences of the Jordan axioms. 
If FJ(X) were semiprimitive the decomposition FJ(X) E J, q J, (for 
J, E fl J, i-special and J, E fl J, a subdirect product of Albert algebras) 
would exhibit orthogonal ideals: take as A the ideal S(J) c J, of all values of 
s-identities (or just the values of G,), and as B the ideal D,,(J, J) c J, 
generated by the values of identities of degree 3 algebras (or just D,,). This 
suggests that it might be possible to develop for Jordan algebras a structure 
theory like that of Slater for alternative algebras, breaking an arbitrary 
algebra into an exceptional part (the values of s-identities, corresponding to 
the associator ideal in alternative algebras) and an associative part 
(corresponding to the maximal nuclear ideal in alternative algebras). 
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Zelmanov’s work shows why G, is always enough to separate the i- 
exceptional from the i-special algebras, 
6.1. THEOREM. Glennie’s Identity G, generates all s-identities in the 
following sense: if G is the T-ideal in FJ(X) (1x1 > 3) generated by 
G,(x, y, z), then the ideal S(X) of s-identities is quasi-invertible mod G (and 
its homogeneous elements are nil modulo G). 
Proof. .?= FJ(X)/G satisfies Gj identically by construction of the ideal 
G, so if the Jacobson radical of J is I? = K/G then J=j/Ez FJ(X)/K is 
both semiprimitive and satisfies G,, therefore by Theorem 6.3 is i-special. 
Thus all s-identities vanish modulo K, S(X) c K. Furthermore, since G, is 
homogeneous o is the ideal G it generates, .? inherits a grading by total 
degree, and since all homogeneous identities in S(X) c Z? have degree > 0 
they are nil 1201. I 
Thus all s-identities result by (i) substituting into G,, (ii) generating an 
ideal, (iii) extracting nth roots, (iv) summing up. 
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